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New High End Delmarva Luxury Transportation Service
Delmarva's First Of It's Kind 

Ocean City,MD, 19.06.2024, 06:13 Time

USPA NEWS - The Eastern Shore has something special to look for this summer, as Bubba Almony and James Jones will be
launching a service in which safety will meet transportation. 

I wanted to bring this experience for people to have memories, adventures and to experience a presidential feeling. I was in the
limousine business and noticed that some of limousine drivers didn’t even hold the doors open for the clients they had. The limos were
out dated, with damage to the limos and not thoroughly or properly cleaned. I knew this area didn’t have any service of its kind like this.
Also when I do rideshare to network I would hear customers complain about how others Ubers/Lyfts were dirty, smelled or they had
uncomfortable situations with drivers. I wanted to create an experience with highly trained executive chauffeurs, new model high end
luxury vehicles and the tip of the spear in ambiance and hospitality. As service and people skills are respectfully seeming to dwindle
nowadays in many businesses. "Mr. Almony"

Mr Almony stated how the area has several events taking place during the heavy populated summer months. As I've known personally
the Ocean City Boardwalk is a major attraction spot for tourist from around the country so with this service it will definitely make the
clients feel at ease when on the move from destination to destination.

Delmarva Luxury Lifestyle LLC could possibly be one of the nations most elite transportation service providers.

Article online:
https://www.uspa24.com/bericht-24634/new-high-end-delmarva-luxury-transportation-service.html
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